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Living Coral
Pantone Colour of the Year - Living Coral has already made its mark on future collections of woven textiles, ceramics 
and �ooring. Described as: 
“An animating and life-affirming coral hue with a golden undertone that energizes and enlivens with a 
softer edge”
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Mid-Century Modern
Inspiring an entire collection for Camira fabrics, Mid-Century design is a  rich source of colour and pattern inspiration. 
It works well when given a modern minimalist update as seen in the repeat pattern tiles of Mutina and Solus. This 
versatile concept translates across all areas of interior design from, furniture, textiles to hard surfaces. 
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Repurposed / Composite Materials
The ever-present trend for sustainable materials has gained momentum. Companies are recognising the need for 
products to be beautiful �rst and sustainable second in order to have real market appeal. New ways of thinking 
regarding interior design encapsulate this concept,  LG’s vinyl wraps enable you to entirely redecorate any surface 
without scrapping the original parts. SilcaStone by Panaz combines recycled waste glass and ceramics to create a 
terrazzo-like surface. 
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Acoustics
An overarching trend for wellness is one main driver behind the in�ux of acoustic solutions. Proven to reduce stress 
and increase productivity in workplaces, acoustic panels have a long list of practical bene�ts.  Designers are moving 
away from plain 1D panels, and beginning to use the acoustic materials to form pieces of art.  Vescom’s acoustic 
sheers are as far removed from trational acoustic panels that we’ve seen. 
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Soft Geometrics
Geometric shapes are softened and rounded at the edges, with pattern developing in waves and gradients. For a 
second year running we saw Jestico + Whiles pair with Porcelanosa to create ‘Pareidoila’ , a large-scale immersive 
installation which perfectly encaptures this trend. Matte soft surfaces are a key element of this, adding yet more 
tactility and interest.   
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